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ABSTRACT 

Objective: Human Kallikrein protein 12 (hK12) might serve as a novel diagnostic and prognostic biomarker, as well as a potential therapeutic 
target, in gastric cancer.  

Methods: In this work, a theoretical model of hK12 receptor protein was generated using the concepts of homology modeling and loop modeling. 
The resulting model was validated with Ramachandran plot analysis. The ligands generated with the help of Drug bank were docked against hK12 
receptor protein using AutoDock Vina in PyRx 0.8. The structure of ligand DB04786 (Suramin), with least binding energy, was varied by using 
ACD/ChemSketch 8.0 and the docking was done for the resulting 16 new ligands.  

Results: The results indicated that the ligand10 bears the minimum binding energy (-12.3 Kcal/mol) with the target protein and thus the prospects 
of binding are high. The results also clearly demonstrated that the in silico molecular docking studies of selected ligands, i.e., suramin, ligands 5, 6, 
10 and 16 with hK12 protein exhibited favourable binding interactions and warranted.  

Conclusion: Further studies needed for the development of potent inhibitors for the overexpression of hK12 protein making the management of 
gastric cancer more efficient. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Gastric cancer (GC) is the fourth leading cancer in the world and the 
second most common cause of death [1]. The risk factors for gastric 
cancer include male gender, cigarette smoking, Helicobacter pyroli 
infection, atrophic gastritis and partial gastrectomy. A small number 
of patients may have a genetic propensity syndrome [2]. The focus is 
not only on the well-established targeted treatments for GC, like 
anti-epidermal growth factor receptor therapies, Anti-HER2 
(ERBB2) therapy, angiogenesis pathways, hepatocyte growth 
factor/c-MET signalling pathway and programmed cell death-1 
receptor and its ligands but also on the determination of predictive 
markers and co-development of drugs with these markers [3]. 
Human tissue kallikreins (hKs) are secreted serine proteases with 
diverse expression patterns and physiological roles. The entire 
human kallikrein gene locus was discovered and found to contain 15 
kallikrein genes around chromosome 19q13.2-q13.4. The human 
kallikrein-related peptidases are the most efficient cancer biomarker 
ever employed. Kallikrein genes are expressed abnormally in 
various malignancies, where they affect cancer-cell growth and 
metastasis. Their deregulated expression pattern, often associated 
with various clinicopathological characteristics of cancer patients, 
can be exploited, solely or within multiparametric panels, as a 
prognostic biomarker [4-7]. A study concluded that positive 
kallikrein expression seems to be associated with worse OS and PFS 
in patients with ovarian cancer [8]. Yang et al. (2015) analyzed the 
expression and distribution of human kallikrein 5 [hK5] in triple-
negative breast cancer [TNBC] tissues and came to the conclusion 
that the expression level of hK5 in tumour stromal cells is a 
promising biomarker for poor prognosis in TNBC [9]. The human 
kallikrein 6 gene is markedly over-expressed in gastric cancer tissue 
and its expression status may be a powerful prognostic indicator for 
patients with gastric cancer [10]. Another study suggested that 
kallikrein 10 expression is up-regulated in colorectal cancer and GC 
and higher expression of kallikrein 10 closely correlates with 
advanced disease stage, which predicts a poorer prognosis [11]. 
Wen et al. (2011) indicated in a study that kallikrein 11 expressions 

was reduced in gastric cancer and might serve as a novel 
independent prognostic marker [12]. One study indicated the 
possible clinical utility of kallikrein 13 as a new tumor biomarker 
capable of anticipating a favorable outcome for gastric cancer 
patients [13]. Memari et al. (2007) observed the higher levels of 
hK12 in malignant prostatic glands indicating a potential role during 
prostate carcinogenesis [14]. Another study indicated that the 
expression of hK12 is down-regulated at the mRNA level in breast 
cancer tissues and is up-regulated by steroid hormones in breast 
and prostate cancer cell lines [15]. Zhao et al. (2012) in a study 
observed that hK12 was remarkably over-expressed in GC tissues and 
that high hK12 expression levels were associated with the lymph node 
metastasis, histological type, pathological stage and poor patient 
prognosis. The study also exhibited that knockdown of hK12 
expression leads to diminished proliferation and migratory ability 
with little effect on invasiveness in MKN-45 GC cells. Consequently, 
hK12 might serve as a novel diagnostic and prognostic biomarker, as 
well as a potential therapeutic target, in GC [16]. 

Computer Aided Drug Designing is fast becoming an important tool 
in Drug discovery, the in silico study has provided a new 
understanding of the interaction between receptor and ligands. The 
structure-based drug design (SBDD) methods, such as molecular 
docking and de novo drug design, depend on the knowledge of the 
structure of the target macromolecule, which are mainly obtained 
from crystal structures, NMR data and homology models [17]. 

Homology modeling estimates the 3-D structure of a given protein 
sequence (target) based principally on its alignment to one or more 
proteins of known structures (templates). The homology modeling 
has been widely used to predict the protein structure [18-21].  

In this study, the structure of human kallikrein 12 protein was 
designed by using homology modeling. The docking of the ligands was 
done to predict the binding orientation of small drug molecules with 
their protein target (hK12) in order to predict the affinity and activity 
of the small molecules in inhibiting hK12 so that it may lead to 
diminished proliferation and migratory ability of gastric cancer cells. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The hardware used for calculating molecular modeling includes a 
personal computer with Intel (R) Core (TM) i3 CPU processor, 
Windows 7 Home Premium 32-bit operating system having RAM of 
2.00 GB. 

Sequence alignment 

Fast alignment (FASTA) 

The FASTA format is a text-based format for representing either 
nucleotide sequences or peptide sequences, in which nucleotides or 
amino acids are represented using single letter codes. A sequence in 
FASTA format begins with a single-line description, followed by lines 
of sequence data. The description line is distinguished from the 
sequence data by a greater-than (“>”) symbol in the first column 
[22]. The FASTA sequence of hK12 was acquired from the website of 
National Centre for Biotechnology Information [23].  

Basic local alignment search tool (BLAST) 

The BLAST is an algorithm for comparing primary biological 
sequence information, such as the amino acid sequence of different 
proteins or the nucleotides of DNA sequences [24]. Using the FASTA 
sequence, the standard protein BLAST was realized on the NCBI. The 
protein data bank proteins database was selected and the BLAST-P 
was executed [25].  

Three-dimensional position-specific scoring matrix (3D-PSSM) 

The 3D-PSSM is a fast web-based method for protein fold 
recognition using 1D and 3D sequence profiles coupled with 
secondary structure and solvation potential information. The FASTA 
sequence was submitted to 3D-PSSM for fold recognition [26].  

Protein homology/analogy recognition Engine (Phyre) 

Phyre is a web-based service for protein structure prediction. Phyre 
is widely used by the biological community, with>150 submissions 
per day, and provides a simple interface to results. Phyre takes 30 
min to predict the structure of a 250-residue protein [27]. The 
FASTA sequence was submitted to Phyre for amino acid sequence 
prediction [28].  

Templates preparation 

The data obtained from combined BLAST, 3D-PSSM and Phyre was 
committed to RCSB protein data bank. The Protein Data Bank (PDB) 
archive is the single worldwide repository of information about the 
3D structures of large biological molecules, including proteins and 
nucleic acids [29]. The templates were selected on the basis of their 
resolution (Å) and R-value. All the above templates were introduced 
by X-ray crystallography method in PDB.  

Molecular modeling 

Homology modeling of hK12 was done by using EasyModeller. 
EasyModeller is a graphical user interface to Modeller program. It is 
a standalone tool in windows platform with Modeller and Python 
preinstalled [30, 31]. The Swiss-Pdb viewer, an application that 
provides a user-friendly interface allowing analysing several 
proteins at the same time, was installed [32].  

Structure prediction 

The six templates were introduced to the EasyModeller and were 
aligned. The Discreet Optimized Protein Energy (DOPE) score is a 
statistical tool to evaluate homology models in protein structure 
prediction. The model with the minimum score can be chosen as the 
best feasible structure. 

Validation of predicted model 

The validation of all the five models was performed by submitting 
the PDB files to PDBsum. The PDBsum is a pictorial database that 
provides an at-a-glance overview of the contents of each 3D 
structure deposited in the Protein Data Bank. PDBsum provides 

summary information about each experimentally determined 
structural model in PDB. The Ramachandran plot validated the 
result. The residues in the most favoured region are at maximum, 
and those in the generously allowed and disallowed regions are at a 
minimum [33, 34]. 

Loop modeling  

The loop regions in the given protein are normally responsible for 
active and binding sites. The coordinate file was submitted for loop 
optimisation to ModLoop, i.e., Modeling of Loops in Protein 
Structures, which is an automated modeling technique that 
significantly improves the accuracy of loop predictions in protein 
structures. The resulting coordinate file was directed back by e-mail. 
This structure was validated with the help of Ramachandran plot 
using PDBsum/Rampage. The process of loop modeling and 
successive validation was carried on until an optimized structured 
model of protein was obtained [35-38]. 

Ligand generation 

The Drug bank is a unique bioinformatics/cheminformatics 
instrument that integrates exhaustive drug data with meticulous 
drug target information. The Drug Bank was used online; the FASTA 
sequence of the target protein was entered, and the compounds 
which interact with the entered FASTA were saved [39, 40].  

Molecular docking 

Virtual screening, especially the structure-based virtual screening, 
has emerged as a reliable, cost-effective and timesaving technique 
for the discovery of lead compounds [41]. Molecular docking is an 
important tool in structural molecular biology and computer-
assisted drug design. Docking is commonly applied to drug design 
efforts, especially high-throughput virtual screenings of small 
molecules, to identify new compounds that bind to a given target 
[42]. Before going for docking, the macromolecule and the ligands 
were prepared by using Pymol and ChemBio3D software [43,44]. 
The molecular docking was done against hK12 receptor protein 
using AutoDock Vina in PyRx 0.8 [45,46]. The grid dimensions were 
maximized and the parameters used were:  

Centre coordinates  Dimensions (Å) 
X =-8.6072 X = 76.9632 
Y =-0.4857 Y = 78.1252 
Z =-29.6253 Z = 56.0648 

The preeminent compound was preferred on the ground of binding 
energy/binding affinity (Kcal/mol) and the root mean square 
deviation (upper bound and lower bound). 

Ligand designing and docking 

The chosen ligand was utilised to draft 16 new molecules with the 
help of ACD/ChemSketch 8.0 freeware. The Lipinski’s rule of five 
was used as a reference to decide the theoretical effectiveness of the 
drugs. These sketched structures were then exposed to energy 
minimization by using ChemBio3D as done before. The molecular 
docking of these 16 sketched molecules was done against the hK12 
receptor protein by using AutoDock Vina in PyRx 0.8, the 
coordinates and dimensions remaining same as before. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Template generation 

FASTA sequence of hK12 protein was recovered from the website of 
NCBI. The GenBank No. is AAG23258.1 and gi no. is 10799397. It is a 
254 amino acid protein. The BLAST was executed on the NCBI and 
100 hits were recorded. The FASTA sequence was put through the 
3D-PSSM and Phyre for prediction of protein structure. The results 
attained were connected and ranked in the descending order of % ID 
followed by ascending order of Resolution as shown in table 1. The 
six templates (1NPM, 1AOJ, 1HJ8, 2A31, 2ZPS and 4D8N) were 
selected on the basis of their chains, ID %, resolution (≤ 3 Å) and the 
R-value (≤ 0.5). 
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Table 1: Generation of templates using 3D-PSSM, Phyre and RCSB protein data bank 

S. 
No 

Template/Accession 
No 

ID 
% 

Resolution 
(Ǻ) 

R-Value 
(Obs/Free) 

S. 
No 

Template/Accession 
No 

ID 
% 

Resolution 
(Ǻ) 

R-Value 
(Obs/Free) 

1 1NPM 50 2.1 0.227 17 1MBQ 47 1.8 0.195 
2 1AOJ 48 2.5 0.207 18 1BIT 47 1.83 0.199 
3 1HJ8 47 1.0 0.118 19 1ZZZ 47 1.9 0.157 
4 1Y59 47 1.2 0.167 20 2ZPQ 47 1.9 0.222 
5 2A31 47 1.25 0.162 21 2D8W 47 2.00 0.256 
6 2ZPS 47 1.55 0.196 22 1AN1 47 2.03 0.228 
7 2FI4 47 1.58 0.235 23 1BZX 47 2.1 0.238 
8 2FI5 47 1.58 0.223 24 4AN7 47 2.23 0.246 
9 1MCT 47 1.6 0.167 25 3VEQ 47 2.25 0.274 
10 4D8N 47 1.68 0.208 26 1TAB 47 2.3 0.200 
11 1L2E 47 1.75 0.241 27 2PSX 47 2.3 0.269 
12 2ZPR 47 1.75 0.223 28 3MYW 47 2.5 0.179 
13 1TGS 47 1.8 0.186 29 1TFX 47 2.6 0.162 
14 1G3B 47 1.8 0.193 30 2TLD 47 2.6 0.173 
15 1TAW 47 1.8 0.184 31 2QXG 47 2.6 0.292 
16 1GVL 47 1.8 0.225 32 3BSQ 47 2.8 0.292 

 

A total of five models were generated with the help of 
EasyModeller and their DOPE score was obtained (table 2). Models 
with the lowest DOPE assessment score and Molpdf or with the 

highest GA341 assessment score have the most stable minimised 
energy. The model number 2 was selected on these bases for 
further analysis. 

 

Table 2: DOPE score and Ramachandran plot statistics of the five possible models of hK12 receptor protein 

S. No. Model No. Molpdf DOPE GA341 RMFR (No./%) RAAR (No./%) RGAR (No./%) RDAR (No./%) 
1 B99990001 9602.73047 -24414.50977 1.000 177 (87.6%) 23 (11.4%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (1.0%) 
2 B99990002 8764.07324 -25231.23438 1.000 179 (88.6%) 22 (10.9%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.5%) 
3 B99990003 9021.87402 -24965.33984 1.000 169 (83.7%) 27 (13.4%) 4 (2.0%) 2 (1.0%) 
4 B99990004 9003.21289 -24385.58398 1.000 176 (87.1%) 24 (11.9%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (1.0%) 
5 B99990005 9768.22559 -24535.29297 1.000 175 (86.6%) 25 (12.4%) 1 (0.5%) 1 (0.5%) 

Where, RMFR: Residues in most favoured regions, RAAR: Residues in additional allowed regions, RGAR: Residues in generously outlier regions, 
RDAR: Residues in disallowed regions. 

 

Validation 

The models were further validated by Ramachandran plot, by 
submitting the files to PDBsum. The model number 2 was 
endorsed as the residues in the most favoured region are 88.6 % 
and the number of residues in additional allowed region is 10.9 % 
(table 2). 

Loop modeling 

The PDB file format of model number 2 was recommended for 
loop optimization to Mod Loop (https://modbase.-compbio. 

ucsf.edu/modloop/) and the structure was validated with the 
help of Ramachandran plot obtained using PDBsum.  

The model was validated as it had a maximum percentage (95 
%) of residues in most favoured region and 5 % residues in 
additional allowed regions with no residues in generously 
allowed as well as disallowed regions (table 3).  

The model of hK12 receptor protein (fig. 1) was successfully 
submitted to Protein model database (http://bioinformatics. 
cineca.it/PMDB/) bearing the PMDB ID: PM0080426. 

 

Table 3: PROCHECK statistics 

Ramachandran plot statistics* G-factors** 
Regions No. of Residues Percentage Parameters Score Average score 
Most favoured regions [A, B, L] 192 95.0 Dihedral angles 
Additional allowed regions [a, b, l, p] 10 5.0 Phi-psi distribution -0.24  
Generously allowed regions [~a, ~b, ~l, ~p] 0 0.0 Chil-chi2 distribution -0.23  
Disallowed regions [XX] 0 0.0 Chil only 0.36  
Non-glycine and non-proline residues 202 100 Chi3 and chi4 0.56  
End residues (excl. Gly and Pro) 2 - Omega -0.23  
Glycine residues 34 - Average Score  -0.13 
Proline residues 16 - Main-chain covalent forces 
Total no. of residues 254 - Main-chain bond lengths -0.15  
   Main-chain bond angles -0.42  
   Average score  -0.31 
   Overall average  -0.19 

*Based on an analysis of 118 structures of resolution of at least 2.0 Angstroms and R-factor no greater than 20.0 a good quality model would be 
expected to have over 90% in the most favoured regions [A,B,L]., **G-factors provide a measure of how unusual, or out-of-the-ordinary, a property 
is., Values below-0.5-unusual, Values below-1.0-highly unusual. 
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Fig. 1: Optimized model of hK12 receptor protein 

 

Ligand generation and docking 

A total of 236 drugs like compounds were downloaded from The 
Drug Bank based on their interaction with the FASTA sequence of 
the hK12 receptor protein. These were docked against hK12 
protein using AutoDock Vina in PyRx 0.8. The results revealed that 
the lowest binding energy (-11.6 Kcal/mol) with hk12 protein is of 
ligand DB04786 (Suramin) having IUPAC name as 8-{4-methyl-3-
[3-[{[3-[{2-methyl-5-[[4,6,8-trisulfonaphthalen-1-yl]carbamoyl] 
phenyl}carbamoyl]phenyl]carbamoyl}amino]benzamido]benzamido
}naphthalene-1,3,5-trisulfonic acid. The suramin falls under the 
category of antineoplastic agents, antinematodal agents and 
trypanocidal agents. The result suggested that the compound can be 
a promising ligand for the target hK12 protein. 

Ligand designing and docking 

The structural variation was done in the molecule DB04786 and 16 new 
compounds were designed with the help of ACD/ChemSketch 8.0 (fig. 2). 
The virtual screening of these compounds was done against hK12 
receptor protein using AutoDock Vina in PyRx 0.8. The results indicated 
that out of all these compounds, ligand10, 8,8'-{methanediylbis 
[imino[2,5-dimethylbenzene-3,1-diyl]methan-ediylimino[4-methylben 
zene-3,1-diyl]methanediylimino]} dinaphthalene-1,3,5-trisulfonic acid, 
possesses the minimum binding energy (-12.3 Kcal/mol) (fig. 3), which 
is greater than that of compound DB04786; other ligands like ligand16, 
8,8'-{methanediylbis[iminobenzene-3,1-diylmethan-ediylimino[4-amino-
benzene-3,1-diyl]methanediylimino]} dinaphthalene- 1,3,5-trisulfonic 
acid and ligand5, 8,8'-[methanediylbis[iminobenzene-3,1-diylmethan-
ediylimino-benzene-3,1-iylmethanediylimino]] dinaphtha-lene-1,3,5-
trisulfonic acid also have the binding energy more favourable as 
compared to DB04786 and ligand6, N,N'-bis{3-[[{2-methyl-5-
[[naphthalen-1-lamino]methyl] phenyl}amino]methyl] phenyl} 
Methanediamine has binding energy comparable to ligand DB04786. 
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Fig. 2: The structures of suramin and other ligands 
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Fig. 2: The structures of suramin and other ligands 
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Fig. 3: Docking of ligand 10 with hK12 receptor protein 

 

CONCLUSION 

The techniques of homology modeling and loop modeling were 
utilized to design model of hK12 receptor protein. The model was 
validated by the Ramachandran plot. Various ligands were identified 
using Drug bank. The molecular docking done against hK12 receptor 
protein of these ligands using AutoDock Vina in PyRx 0.8 identified 
DB04786 with minimum binding energy (-11.6 Kcal/mol). The 
structure of this compound was varied by using ACD/ChemSketch 
8.0 and then docking was done against the target protein. This study 
indicated that the ligand10 bears the minimum binding energy (-
12.3 Kcal/mol) with the target protein and thus the prospects of 
binding are high. The results of the present study clearly 
demonstrated that the in silico molecular docking studies of selected 
ligands, i.e., suramin, ligands 5, 6, 10 and 16 with hK12 protein 
exhibited favourable binding interactions and warranted further 
studies needed for the development of potent inhibitors for the 
overexpression of the hK12 protein. Further, investigations on the 
above compounds need in-vitro and in vivo studies to develop 
potential chemical entities for the prevention and treatment of 
gastric cancer. 
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